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When Liu E (1857 Liu E ( -1909 was writing his famous novel Lao
Ts'an yu-chi (The Travels of Lao Ts'anl) during the first decade of this century, Chinese fiction was on the verge of becoming regarded as serious and respectable art. The age-old attitude of casualness toward make-believe narrative was still very much in evidence, however, and indications are that Liu E himself shared it to a certain degree.2 His son, Liu Ta-shen testifies that he wrote on whim, with no grand design or principle, hiding behind a pseudonym, neither caring about nor anticipating the tremendous popular success his work was to enjoy. Moreover, Liu E supposedly never looked over what he wrote, encountering it for the second time only after publication.3 Such an attitude toward fiction in traditional China accounts in large part for the relative lack of information concerning both authors and texts of older novels, even as modern scholarship continues to direct rigorous attention on works that were regarded far less seriously by the very people who wrote them. Ta-shen and others in Liu E's family continued for some years to ignore erroneous speculation on the Lao Ts'an yu-chi because "my father originally did not wish to broadcast his name" in connection with the novel he wrote So despite the family's subsequent change of heart, enough years have intervened to obscure many basic facts. As a result of unusual interest and effort, much more has been revealed to us concerning the Lao Ts'an than most other novels of pre-modern China.5 But even among surviving members of Liu E's extended family, there is no clear agreement concerning how and when the texts bearing the name "Lao Ts'an" were written.6 And sometimes a relative would imply inside knowledge based on little more than blood ties
The contributions of the Liu family to our knowledge of the textual history of the Lao Ts'an yu-chi cannot be gainsaid, however. From the material and information family members have divulged through the years, we can actually form a rather precise outline of the topic. This brief study will attempt to put together relevant bits of information and to deduce from them a clearer picture than has yet been available. 
